
because they hide the driver’s flaws
until he steps over the line

and it flies off the
track. The

mechan-
ical

grip
on

the
XKE is so

good that it
can be driven

to the very
edge and it

warns the driver
by wagging its tail

before leaving the
track. I did lose it a cou-

ple of times, but thankful-
ly without a scratch as it

has turned out to be very
rugged. 

From the store owner’s point of view,
the best combination of traits for any product are strength, relia-
bility and shelf appeal, and this car deserves an A in all cate-
gories.

The Lancia is a great choice for the 70s because it was the
dominant rally car of that decade by a mile. The car looks very

awkward in full scale, but somehow
looks very cool and menacing in
Scalextric’s 1/32-scale rendering. Part
of it is that the blue and white livery of
all of the 60th anniversary cars makes
any car look great. Somehow the
designers made the color scheme
enough different from car to car that
the livery works well on each offering. 

This is something of a
special slot car
issue. When

I started the col-
umn I had no
intentions of
calling it
that it’s
simply
that
the four
cars I
have to
review this
month are as
good as slot cars
get. Even the “Slot Car
in the Closet” this month
holds an important place in slot car history.

Scalextric seems to be going from
strong to even stronger these days. The
60th Anniversary Car Set is a great way
to say Happy Birthday to slot car cus-
tomers. There are cars from every decade
available, but since I had to pick only two for
this article, it was no picnic. The two I chose
were 1960s Jaguar XKE and the 1970s Lancia
Stratos rally car.

The XKE has been called the most beautiful car
ever made, which is true, but it’s very hard to copy accu-
rately in 1/32-scale. The Scalextric version is the best I’ve
seen beating a prime competitor’s rendering, which is a tough
thing to do. It practically jumps into your arms and says, “Run
me fast.” The problem is that it is so pretty drivers won’t want to
crash and will wind up driving the car like the proverbial little old
lady who only drives her car to church and back. 

I finally broke down and ran it fast on my hill climb track. I
must say this car is really impressive.
The hill climb track is designed to
test the handling of a car and expose
any shortcomings. The length and
narrow track of the XKE suggest that
it would not perform well in tight
turns but it really hugs the track with-
out a huge amount of magnet. I am
not a big fan of strong magnets
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They look like jewels,
and run like jewel

thieves. 

SPECIAL SLOT CARS



it enough to make it worth

buying? I thought carrera

must be crazy, but as is usu-

ally the case when I think

that about carrera releases,

I am always wrong. carrera

is crazy as a fox. Fortunately

I preordered this car, and

when it came in I was blown

away. The truck captures the

look and feel of a 50s-60s

tow truck in every little detail.

It looks cool enough that

customers will want to buy it

even if it’s to be a shelf

queen or track decoration. 

That said it would defi-

nitely be a mistake to leave

this beauty on the shelf. It

runs well and is set up so

that it can tow a broken

down car even around a

tight circuit. I had so much

fun with the tow truck that I

bought a second pace car

turnout for the digital layout,

so that when I push the pace

car button, the pace car and

tow truck come out, adding play value and realism to the track. 

Like all carrera digital cars you can click a little switch below

the car and it runs on any analog track. I will repeat my almost

The Lancia is short and has a

wide track that makes it really fly

on my hill climb track, with out-of-

the-box laps within the top five of

all of the cars I have tested over

the twelve years since I built the

course. The Lancia somehow runs

so flat that it can be made to really

jump out of corners just about as

well as any car I have ever tested.

again, it is tough and is good eye

candy for your shelf, so how can

you lose? 

When you think of all of the

companies that have come and

gone since 1957, Scalextric’s suc-

cess is pretty impressive. The only

problem is that some of the

decades in the 60th anniversary

lineup are already sold out. The

owner of the shop where I bought

these said he had really good luck

with these sets of cars, so he went

online to see about ordering a few

more and found that the XKE, the

Lancia, and the 1950’s maserati

250F are the only ones left in stock.

So do yourself a favor and order

fast before they run out also.

When I heard that Carrera was coming out with a tow truck I

had mixed feelings. It is a cool idea but would customers play with
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When it was first learned that Carrera was coming out with a tow truck
there were mixed feelings, but in use it has proven to be a lot of fun and a
valuable addition to the race course. By adding a second pace car turnout
to the track, when the yellow comes out so does the tow truck. The bro-
ken car is attached to the lift and is then towed back to the pits. 
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monthly suggestion that you should tell the customer how one can

tune any digital car from carrera so that it runs in whatever setup

you want for a given track. You can adjust the speed, acceleration,

braking, fuel consumption and other factors and set up your car for

the circuit on which you are rac-

ing. 

The programming aspect of

the carrera digital system is what

makes it so successful for the

informal clubs that are popping up

all over. I’ve spoken with shop

owners from america, England,

canada, australia and New

Zealand, and they have all men-

tioned their success with club

racing. 

In australia and New Zealand

club purchases represent almost

50 percent of slot car department

sales. The most successful clubs

only allow tire upgrades. This is

part of the success of today’s

clubs. What killed commercial

track racing is there would be the

regular customers with a stock

version of the class car competing

with others who were running

tricked out motors. With no

chance of winning, racers got

bored and track after track

closed. 

anyway, back to the topic. To make a long story short the

carrera tow truck is a sure bet for as much shelf space as you

have to spare. a couple of issues ago I called the carrera Ford GT

the car of this year, but I may be wrong. The tow truck I thought

was a slot car with limited appeal

turns out to be a must have. I

bought two and while one is run

regularly, the other has been rele-

gated to a shelf queen. 

AutoWorld has released a set

of George Barris special designs in

hO and they are real winners. I

tested the rat Fink Baja jeep and

was quite impressed. It not only

ran great, but what impressed me

most was the quality of the detail,

paint, and tampo. It would have

been easy to simply pick a car and

slap on a rat Fink decal and be

done with it, but autoWorld really

put some effort into making it look

just right and it really runs very well

to boot. 

another autoWorld winner is

the dragster and funny car series

that work on the autoWorld drag-

ster sets. I’ve had a couple of

emails from readers wondering

how hard it was to setup and make

the dragster system work. It takes

maybe ten minutes, which in my

It would have been easy to slap a decal on any of its current inventory,
but AutoWorld did it right and designed special George Barris Rat Fink
cars. The Baja Jeep (shown) runs great and is quite durable. AFX has
added a hairpin turn to its lineup. Even if the consumer’s track is not
AFX, there are adaptors available and the hairpin turn is a worthwhile
addition to any layout. 
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case included five minutes of hunting

for batteries. Not only easy to set up,

the dragster sets work perfectly out of

the box. These dragster sets are one

of the best values for the money in the

50+ years I have been collecting and

playing with slot cars. another recently

released accessory is a really nice hair-

pin turn from AFX. If you don’t already

have these in your hO inventory you

need to get a few. Even if the end

user’s track is not aFX, there are

adapter tracks for sale that will solve

his problem. This track makes any hO

layout better right from the start.

Russkit is the feature of this

month’s Slot car Skeletons in the

closet. russkit is a slot car name that

everybody who ran slot cars in the 60s

and 70s remembers. The company

was started by one of the nicest guys

in slot car history, Jim russell. 

I always had the feeling that mak-

ing a profit was pretty low on Jim

russell’s list of priorities because every

russkit car had a lot of quality and

innovation that cost money and was

only apparent to real slot car fanatics,

yet they were priced the same as, or

even less than all of the other high-end

slot cars. 

Jim russell had an imagination

that produced some trailblazers like

the russkit adjusto Jig that allowed a

person to build his own balanced and

sophisticated car for commercial track

racing. The Black Widow dual-engine

car from russkit was one of the great

innovations in slot car history. The cars

had a special chassis that had two

engines, each running its own gear

and axle. The Black Widows had

unbelievable amounts of torque com-

ing out of turns and could be driven

through turns at ridiculous speeds.

Over the years I have probably owned

at least four of the Lola and Lotus Indy

cars and they all worked great. I drove

one at my local store track in the 60s

when they had just been released and

I could keep up with a bunch of

homemade sophisticated racers that

used parts probably costing twice as

much as my russkit Lola. 

Jim russell did so much for the

slot car hobby, not least of which is his

son Steve, who is every bit as nice

and has run aFX very well over the last

decade or so. I am particularly fond of

all of the recent aFX cars that not only

look like jewels, but run like jewel

thieves.  HM

Anyone who ran slot cars in the 60s or early 70s remem-
bers the name Russkit. The company was started by Jim
Russell, one of the nicest guys in the business, and if deal-
ers come across one of his “Black Widow” twin-engined
Lolas or Lotus Indy cars of the era, snatch it up as they’ve
become about as rare as hen’s teeth. 


